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ABSTRACT 

This study is about direct and reported speech of Kaera language. The problem of this study is 

what are the direct and reported speech sentences of Kaera language, and what are the 

classifcation / types of direct and reported speech in Kaera language. Its aimed to find out direct 

and reported speech in Kaera language spoken by Tamalabang Speech community, and to 

classify types and explain the direct and reported speech in their transforming. For this purpose, 

a descriptive qualitative study is applied. The study conducted in the scope of Tamalabang 

village, with the object of study is limited only to find out direct and reported speech in Kaera 

language, and to classify types and explain the direct and reported speech in their transforming. 

There were  five informants chosen from 1549 populations of Tamalabang village.  In gathering 

the data, thirty seven sentences of direct and reported speech in bahasa Indonesia are given to 

the informants to show direct and reported speech of Kaera language. There are six types of 

Kaera language, namely, reported statement, reported pronouns, reported times expression, 

reported question, reported Yes/No question and reported command. The result of this 

investigation shows that Kaera language has some types of direct and reported speech but Kaera 

language has no tenses. So  not only English has direct and reported speech but Kaera language 

also has it. Finally it is expected that this writing could contribute great benefit to : For the user 

of Kaera language are suggested to keep the existence of Kaere language by always use it in 

daily life especially in the context and cultural life. 
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1. Introduction  

Language is a key for interaction or tool for communication to convey our opinion and 

idea.Language is a set of rules used by human as a tool of their communication (Siahaan 

2008 : 1). As the tool of communication it takes place for giving or changing information, 

ideas, and feeling. Language is a system sounds and words used by human to express 

their thought and feeling (Hornby, : 1995 : 662). Based on these statements the writer can 

conclude that language is a tool that used by human to express feeling, though by using 

sounds and words. 

Each place has their own local language or dialect used by the people in their daily 

communication. Alor for instance, as one of the regencies of East Nusa Tenggara 

province, has its own varieties of languages and dialects. According to latest 

research done by La Ino (2013:298) in his dissertation entitled Protobahasa 



Modebur, Kaera dan Teiwa Bahasa Kerabat Non Austonesia di Pulau Pantar Nusa 

Tenggara Timur, states new findings that Penamaan dan pengelompokan bahasa 

yang ditemukanberdasarkan data kuantitatif di Pulau Pantar adalah bahasa 

Modebur, bahasaKaera, bahasa Teiwa, bahasa Klamu, Lamma dialectdan Mauta, 

bahasaBlagar, bahasa Baranusa, bahasa Alor, bahasa Deing dan bahasa Klong.  

(Protobahasa Modebur, Kaera and Tewa is relative Non-Austronesia in Pantar island East 

Nusa Tenggara Province states new findings that naming and groping language that find 

based quantitative data in Pantar island is Modebur language, Kaera language, Tewa 

language, Klamu language, Lama dialect and Mauta, Blagar language, Baranusa language, 

Alor language, Deing language, and Klong language).Thus, in this writing, the writer wants 

to study about direct and reported speech in Kaera language. Based on the explanation of  

La Ino research the writer conclude that, Kaera language is used  by people in Tamalabang 

(Desa Kaleb), Abangiwang (Desa Bungabali), Padangsul, Jirtag (Desa Kaera) and 

Klomandeing (Desa Lekom) in their daily communication. Based on the above 

phenomenon, the writer then assumes that Kaera language has direct speech and reported 

speech, therefore as one of language learner, and as the language speaker as well, she tries 

to identify Kaera direct and reported speech for instance “nang masu i ga”(direct speech) 

“gang gasu gang masu i”(reported speech) that means he/she said that he was feeling ill. 

This phenomenonaccording to the writer, is an interesting phenomenon so the writer 

intends to find out and to identify more even all the direct and reported speech of Kaera 

language. 

2. Source text 

Definition Of Terms 

Definition of term are given for the purpose to avoid misunderstanding of the terms used in 

this study. The writer would like to define some related important terms to this study as 

follow: 

1. Direct speech is how we use whenever we speak (Alexander,1998:295). 

2. Reported speech( Indirect speech)is when we are saying what other people say, 

or believe(Brown& Brown , 2010 : 66). 

3. Kaera Language 

According to La Ino (2013:298), Kaera language is non-Austronesian language, 

spoken by people in Abangiwang, Tamalabang, Padangsul, Jirtag and 

Klomandeingvillages for daily communication. 

Speech community is formal talk given to an audience to all people who live in one 

place(Bull in Hingmo, 2014 :5). 

 

3. Analysis  

3.1. Definition of Direct and Reported Speech 

Direct speech 



Direct speechis the exact words that someone says or whenever we speak 

(Sargeant, 2007 :135). It means that direct speech arethe sentences that usually 

someone says to another people or we speak. 

Reported speech 

Reported speech is when we talk about what somebody else said. (Brown, 

2010:56) stated that  we use reported speech when we are saying what other people 

say, think or believe.  

According to Alexander (1990:295) We use indirect speech (reported speech) 

when we are telling someone what another person says or said. It means that reported 

speech is how we report what another people say or we convey somebodys message. 

The reporting verb (e.g. say, tell) may be in the present or past (most often in 

the past) and the tenses of the reported statement are often (but not always) affected 

by this. Compare:  

Actual spoken statement         : I can see him now 

Direct statement in writing     : I can see him now, “the Boss says/said 

Indirect statement (present)       :  The Boss says (that) he can see you 

now 

Indirect statement (past)          : The Boss said (that) he could see you 

now 

 

Reported Speech (Indirect Speech) is used to communicate what someone else 

said, but without using the exact words. Besides that, Sergeant (2007 : 135) stated 

that, you can report what someone says without using their exact words. To do this, 

use a verb like say, ask, or tell, followed by that. This is called indirect speech.  A 

few changes are necessary there are;  

1) You don’t use quotation marks with indirect speech. 

2) You change the tense of the verb. 

3) You change the pronouns and determiners.  

The verb tenses that change are printed in the bold and the pronouns and determiners 

that change are printed color. 

Tenses Changes 

In reported speech we usually begin with a past tense reporting verb. We 

change all the verbs that follow, and put them back further in the past, Vince (2007 : 

63). 

Example : 

“I know the answer” She said 

She said that she knew the answer  

“I have done it” she said 

http://www.usingenglish.com/glossary/indirect-speech.html


She said that she had done it 

“I’ll see you later” he said 

He said that he would see us latter 

People: Personal Pronouns 

We also change in the word we use to refer to the person who spoke (Vince 

2007 :63). 

Example : 

Jack said : “I have finished” 

Jack said that he had finished.  

Word Referring To Time And Place 

Indirect speech time words like now, today, tomorrow, change because there is 

no longer a “here and now” reference, (Vince 2007 :63). 

Yesterday  The Day Before 

Here  There  

This (Pronoun)  It 

This (Determiner)  The 

Examples : 

‘I’ll see you tomorrow‘ 

He said he would see me the following day 

‘I like this painting’ 

She said that she liked the painting 

‘I don’t understand this’ 

He said that he didn’t understand it 

Types Of Reported Speech 

Reported Statement 

Direct speech is the actual words people say. We use speech 

marks(Vince, 2007 :63 ). 

Example : 

Napoleon said:”I have fought sixty battles and I have learned nothing.” 

Reported or indirect speech tells us what people have said. We don’t use 

speech marks. 

Example : 

Napoleon said that he had fought sixty battles and had learned nothing.  

Indirect (Reported Questions) 

The verb ask is usually used to report questions, (Sargeant 2007:137). 

Table 3. 

The examples of indirect (reported) question 

Direct speech Indirect speech 



 (reported speech) 

Sally said, “Where is my 

backpack? 

Sally asked where her backpack 

was. 

Peter said, “Have you 

finished your 

homework?” 

Peter asked if I had finished my 

homework 

According to Vince, (2007 :67) thereare two kinds of indirect (reported 

question) there are yes / no question and reported questions with a question 

word. 

1. Yes /No question  

We report the questions using if or whether. We follow the tenses 

change rules. We change the question form of the verb to the statement 

form. 

Example : 

‘Do you understand the question?’ 

She asked  whether we understood the question.   

a. Reported Questions With A Question Word 

We reported the questions using the question word and the 

following tense change rules. We change the question form of the verb 

to the statement form. 

Example : 

‘What the temperature is the water?’ 

She asked what temperature the water was 

Other questions  

“Asked” and “Wanted to know” are equal.  

We don’t use the auxiliary verb “do” or “does” in the reported question: “Where 

does he work?” She wanted to know where he works.  

In questions with the verb “to be,” the word order changes in the reported 

question: “Where were you born?” (Question word + [to be] + subject) He asked 

where I was born (Question word + subject + [to be]) He asked where was I born. 

4. Finding  

The sentences in the tables below are the direct and reported speech of Kaera 

language which the writer found in the research. However the data in the tables showed 

some direct and reported speech then could be classified further in to types of direct and 

reported speech as shown in the following tables. 

 

Table 4.1 

Direct and Reported Speech of Kaera Language 



Meaning of Kaera language 

Direct speech Reported speech 

1. Ria gang wang tutuk, “ Nom 

ulaklikil”. 

2. Diki gang wang tutuk,”Nang 

moling” 

3. Namam gang wang tutuk, 

“Nang orong mi kriang” 

4. Anus gang wang tutuk,”Nang 

kampus mi gi bino”. 

5. Namam gang wang 

tutuk,”Meyag nala orong mi 

kriyang”. 

1. Ria  gang wang tutuk esu 

gom ula klikil. 

2. Diki gang wang tutuk esu 

gang moling. 

3. Namam gang wang tutuk 

esu gala orong mi kriang. 

4. Anus gang wang tutuk esu 

gang kampus migi bino. 

5. Namam gang wang tutuk 

esu meyag gala orong mi 

kriyang. 

Meaning of English 

Direct speech Reported speech 

1. Ria said, “I am angry.” 

2. Diki said , “I am tired.” 

3. Father said, ”I work in the 

garden”. 

4. Anus said, “ I don’t to go to the 

campus”. 

5. Father said, ”I worked in the 

garden yesterday”. 

 

1. Ria said that she was angry. 

2. Diki said that she was tired. 

3. Father said that he worked 

in the garden 

4. Anus said that he didn’t go 

to the campus. 

5. Father said that he was 

worked in the garden 

yesterday. 

 

4.1 Discussion  

Based on the finding data above, the writer classified the direct speech and reported 

speech of Kaera  language into six forms They are: reported statement, pronoun, time 

expression, reported question, reported Yes/No question, and reported command. 

In this parts the writer would present the description of those types of direct and 

reported speech and discussed all the details. 

4.1.1 Reported Statement 

Reported statement is one form of reported speech.When do we use reported 

speech, sometimes someone says a sentence, maybe we want to tell someone else 

what the first person said. 

 

 

 

Table 4.2. 

Reported Statement 



Sentences of Kaera Language 

Direct speech Reported speech 

1. Mery gang wang ni tutuk, 

“Nang wedi gala gi”. 

2. Gang wang tutuk, “ Nom 

guang yaso” 

3. Gang wang tutuk, “Nala blibai 

bino” 

4. Gang wang tutuk, “Urung 

ning aglol mi gi”. 

5. Gang wang ne tutuk, “Nang 

ga e tali walo”. 

1. Mery gang wang ni tutuk esu 

wedi gala gama gi. 

2. Gang wang tutuk esu wer ge 

egu gom guang  yaso. 

3. Gang wang tutuk esu gala wed 

blibai bino. 

4. Gang wang tutuk esu urung 

gima aglol mi gi. 

5. Gang wang ne tutuk esu gang 

ne tali walo. 

Meaning of English 

Direct speech Reported speech 

1. Mery told us,” I have to go 

now” 

2. She said, “I am sad now”. 

3. He said, “I’m not hungry 

now”. 

4. She said, “We are going to 

beach tomorrow”. 

5. He says to me, “ I’myour 

friend”. 

1. Mery told to us that she had to 

go then. 

2. She said that she was sad then. 

3. He said that he was not 

hungry at the time. 

4. She said that they were going 

to beach the following day. 

5. He says to me that he is my 

friend. 

 

1. The sentences Mery gang wang ni tutuk, “Nang wedi gala gi”, and Mery gang wang ni 

tutuk esu wedi gala gama gi. 

 The first sentence, Mery gang wang ni tutuk, “Nang wedi gala gi”. The sentence 

that bold type  is direct speech.  

 The second sentence, Mery gang wang ni tutuk esu wedi gala gang gi. The 

sentence that bold type  is reported speech. 

Both sentences above are called reported statement in Kaera language. In 

this case, the sentence Mery gang wang ni tutuk is reporting verb, and the word 

esu is used as a conjunction between the reporting verb and reported speech. 

Gang above is subject of the reported speech and it means she. 

a. Mery gang wang ni tutuk, “Nang wedi gala gi”. 

 (Mery told us,” I have to go now”) 

b. Mery gang wang ni tutuk esu wedi gala gama gi.     

(Mery told to us that she had to go then.)  

2. The sentences Gang wang tutuk, “ Nom guang yaso” and Gang wang tutuk esu wer ge 

egu gom guang  yaso.  



 The first sentence, Gang wang ni tutuk, “Nom guang yaso”. The sentence that 

bold type is direct speech 

 The second sentence, Gang wang tutuk esu gom guang yaso. The sentence that 

bold type is reported speech. 

Both sentences above are called reported statement in Kaera language. In 

this case, the sentence  gang wang tutuk is reporting verb and word esu is used 

as a conjungtion between the reported verb and reported speech. Gom is subject 

of the reported speech and gom means she. 

a. Gang wang  tutuk, “Nom guang yaso”.  

(She said, “I am sad now”.) 

b. Gang wang tutuk esu gom guang yaso.  

(She said that she was sad then.)       

3. The sentences Gang wang tutuk, “Nala blibai bino” and Gang wang tutuk esu gala wed 

blibai bino.     

 The first sentence, Gang wang tutuk, “Nala blibai bino”. The sentence that bold 

type is direct speech 

 The second sentence Gang wang tututk esu gala wed blibai bino. The sentence 

that bold type is reported speech. 

Both sentences above are called reported statement in Kaera language. In 

this case, the sentence  gang wang tutuk is reporting verb and word esu is used 

as a conjungtion between the reported verb and reported speech. Gala is subject 

of the reported speech and gala means he.   

a. Gang want tutuk, “Nala blibai bino” 

(He said, “I’m not hungry now”.) 

b. Gang wang tutuk esu gala wed blibai bino. 

(He said that he was not hungry at the time.) 

4. The sentences, Gang wang tutuk, “Urung ning aglol mi gi” and  Gang wang tutuk esu 

urung gima aglol mi gi.  

 The first sentence, Gang wang tutuk, “Urung ning aglol mi gi”. The sentence that 

bold type is reported speech. 

 The second sentence, Gang wang tutuk esu urung gima aglol mi gi. The sentence 

that bold type is reported speech.   

Both sentences above are called reported statement in Kaera language. In 

this case, the sentence  gang wang tutuk is reporting verb and word esu is used 

as a conjungtion between the reported verb and reported speech. Gima is subject 

of the reported speech and gima means they.. 

a. Gang wang tutuk, “Urung ning aglol mi gi”. 

(She said, “We are going to beach tomorrow).  

b. Gang wang tutuk esu urung gima aglol mi gi. 

(She said that they were going to beach following day ). 



5. The sentences, Gang wang ne tutuk, “Nang ga e tali walo” and Gang wang ne tutuk esu 

gang ne tali walo.  

 The first sentence, Gang wang ne tutuk, “Nang gu ne tali walo”.The sentence 

that bold type is direct speech. 

 The second sentence, Gang wang ne tutuk esu gang ne tali walo. The sentence 

that bold type is reported speech.  

Both sentences above are called reported statement in Kaera language. In 

this case, the sentence  gang wang ne tutuk is reporting verb and word esu is 

used as a conjungtion between the reported verb and reported speech. Gang is 

subject of the reported speech and gang means he. 

a. Gang wang ne tutuk, “Nang ga e tali walo”. 

(He says to me, “ I m your friend”.)  

b. Gang wang ne tutuk esu gang ne tali walo . 

(He says to me that he is my friend.)  

5. Conclusion 

Based on the explanation from previous chapter, the writer concludes that there are six types 

of direct and reported speech in Kaera language. There are reported statement, pronouns, time 

expression, reported question, reported Yes/No question and reported command.  

a. Reported statement is one form of reported speech. When do we use reported speech, 

sometimes someone says a sentence, maybe we want to tell someone else what the first 

person said. 

b. Reported pronoun is the person who is reporting what someone said is usually different 

from the person who made the original statement. It’s easy to understand that if you are 

reporting what another person says, all the pronouns referring to the first and second 

person should be changed. 

c. Time expression is Times expression is Changes in the situation between direct and 

reported speech can result in changes to words indicating place and time. The contexts in 

which a sentence is uttered and then reported can change enormously, so the words 

related to time and place should be changed accordingly. 

d. Reported question is we report these questions using the question word and following 

tense – change rules. 

e. Reported Yes/No question is we report these question using if or whether. We follow the 

tense change rules. We change the question form of the verb to the statement form. 

f. Reported command is use ask to report requests : ask + object +  to – infinitive. 
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